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cen t  1ic;ivicr than the fuel it displaces, ovcrcompcnsatcs, and, i n  
so  doiii,q, assists in  compensating for thc expenditure of other 

1 Sound t h c  diving alarm s o  rlicrc \ r i l l  be i .  nobody 1vIi,1 

"didn't gct the word." 
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Stop the engines. 
3 Close the engine exhaust valves as soon as the are 

Indicators on these valves signa] the control , l l l l ~ ~ ~ s t  stopped- 
r , ,~ , l l l  that the engines have stopped. 
4 close the air induction valves. 
~11ese operations must be performed in the sequence named. 

j (]pen the main-ballast-tank vents. 
t, Bridge watch and gun crews get below, the last man clos- 

- close ammunition scuttle, if open. 
1)isconncct engines from shafts. 

9 Go ahead on the main motors, 
l j :  Rig o u t  the bow planes and place a t  "hard dive." 
11 I<clc;isc compressed air to show that the ship has been 

. , . l ~ l . L 1 .  (The barometer will  begin to  sfiow an increase in pres- 

,\< t h c  main deck will go under in about 25 sec and as there 
ll ; t :<r  hc n o  mistakes, you may be sure that  the designers of the 
l d ~ ~  iJual parts, their operating gears, controls, and indicators 
 id no small effort in their design and convenient arrange- 
l ~ l , ~ ! ~ c .  and in testing them thoroughly when it becomes dcsira- 
i ~ l :  t o  makc a departure fmm tlic previous design of any one 
,,! : ~ I ~ S C  features. 

I t  t l i c  reader were in command of a submarine making an ap- 
;mi.tch on an  enemy target and found, when he attempted to 
!.lhc his last look, that  his diving officer had gone so deep he 
ii iuld not see through a periscope, he would appreciate the 
J,\irahility of having not only a good diving officer, but a sub- 
i!i.iriiie that a good diving officer could keep a t  the correct 

Tlic designer must provide that kind of a submarine even 
r l i i i u , ~ I ~  i t  is essential to have one that \vi11 not vary by more than 
(' i n  from the desired depth in a smooth sea vphile making not 
i i iorc  tli'tn 2 knots, a spccd which a surface ship does not even 
I LN)~  upon as steerage way. In a choppy seaway, especially 
n i : I i  whitecaps, it is not necessary to be so particular, for 
:hi priscope would be harder to see, and risk of exposing more 
o a  t h c  periscope or a higher spccd would not be great. 

\lc.,lll\vhilc other operations are going on as follows: 

t h c  hatch. 

~ l i m  t h e  last opening is closed). 

JqYh. 

DESIGNING T H E  C O N T R O L  PLANES 

Tt) ninkc possihlc this desired degree of accuracy of depth 
rr\il, it is conventional to provide a set o f  hydroplanes near 

I ! ) ;  holv and another set near the stern. With this as a starting 
i t ,  the designer n o w  has only to analyze the performance of 

?rL \  ii)usIy designed submarines which had good, or indifferent, 
( 8 :  IuJ d i p r h  control, decide upon the arc.1, shape, spccd of 

r.ction, method of control, exact location and method of sup- 
! , r .  .ind then design the planes a d  the operating mechanism. 

; [ I  our S a v y  there is a fur ther  complication in the case of the 
! , $ I \ \  ;~I.~ncs as  tvc design them t o  be folded flat against the sides 
' 1 :  I I I C  ship w h e n  not in use, so they will not pound against the 
.I.I~.ISC of the water. Yet the planes and their opi.ratin,g 
1 8  \ili;inism must bc designed so that they will not he damaged if  
:,:I.!. :ire rigged o u t  on the surface and  do  pound chc surfacc. 

ittcmpt to determine the load so imposed by direct calcula- 
IS  futile, for it \v<)uld inyolye many assumptions which 

, .  1J be little better than gucsscs. So here again xvc fall back 
' 1  .in:ilyses of the. plincs o n  previous submarines, including 
lllo\i \vIiich I1at.c failed as \v .~ l l  as those which have not failed, 
' : : i J  ar-rive a t  an  equivalent pcm1issiblc loading pcr square foot .  
:I I \  not a small load and, for (>ut 1500-ton submarine, i t  amounts 
: 1 J total load of 120,000 Ih for the how plancs. The stern 

cs itre placed just abaft thc propellers, and this permits them 
! / I  IY madc sniallcr than ~ o u l d  otherwise be possible, as they 
. i r L  in a strcam of water which is moving at  a higher velocity 
111.111 t h e  Water a t  any other place. 
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The bow planes are used for small changes in depth while the 
stern planes arc used to control the inclination of the ship. For 
large or rapid changes in depth the stern planes are the most 
effective. In  that  case they are used to incline the ship upward 
or downward, and the forward motion then changes the depth. 

The bow planes also serve a useful purpose which could not 
be accomplished by the stern planes in connection with the 
firing of torpedoes. If a salvo of 6 torpedoes is fired from the 
bow, we have suddenly removed 9 tons of weight from the bow. 
Its effect is to make the how try to come to the surface. We 
minimize this tendency by flooding the torpedo tubes as rapidly 
as possible, thus regaining a part of the lost weight; but, in 
order to prevent broaching, the how planes must be put a t  hard 
dive when firing is commcnccd and held there until full depth 
control is regained. 

There is one more feature which is pr;ovidcd for depth control. 
I t  is a tank forward of amidships which is normally empty but 
which can bc flooded quickly and which is used when it is 
necessary to prevent broaching or to go deep without delay. 
\\'e call this tank the "negative tank" because it gives the ship 
negative buoFincy. The British call it the "down express," 
a more descriptive tcrm. It is cmpcicd as the ship approaches 
the desired depth. The negative tank may be flooded on the 
surface to  make the submarine initially heavy, which decreases 
the diving time slightly. It is then emptied by compressed 
air as soon as the ship is submerged. 

STRliNGTH OF HULL STRUCTURE 

The problem of the strcngth of the hull differs entirely from 
that of a surface ship. Instcad of a pressure of about 15 psi, 
which is the maximum to  which the bottom of a surface vesse~ 
is exposed, the submarine must be designed to withstand a 

ral hundred pounds per square inch acting on all 
parts o f  the hul l .  This requires a rather lengthy calculation for 
every frame of the ship, and careful placing of the material in 
the shell and frames to keep the stresses a t  all points near but 
not in excess of the acceptable limit. It also requires the most 
meticulous care in designing all  closures and poinrs of discon- 
tinuity for we arc working with a factor of safety of 1.5, about 
the smallcsc used by a n y  engineer. The Marbec method is used 
for the strength calculations, and  as i t  is too theoretical t o  make 
the designer entirely happy, w e  usually make and test to de- 
struction a rcduccd-size model of those parts of the ships which 
depart materially in shape from other models which have been 
tested. 

Longitudinal strcngth is nor a scrious problem as i t  is in sur- 
face ships. Except in the largest submarines which have been 
built, the strcsscs do not approach the permissible limits. 

Compartmcntization is a relativclv simple matter in a long 
cylindrical ship. Transverse bulkheads are provided to divide 
the ship into compartments, any one of which may be flooded 
without sinkirq the ship, provided shc is not submerged a t  rhc 
time. O n e  o f  our submarincs during the war  flooded a com- 
partment while suhriicrgcd. She landed on the bottom almost 
immediately but thc crew \vas able to bring her to the surface 
and to  the ticarcst friendly port, over 2000 miles. There have 
bccn scvcral cases ivhcrc a compr tment  has been flooded while 
a submarine \vas on t h e  surface, and the  bulkheads saved the 
ship from sinking. Thc design o f  the bulkheads, because of the 
pressure involved and o f  the necessity for keeping the weight 
within rcason;thlc limits, is based upon formulas derived from 
many tests o f  small-scale bulkheads rather than on the usual 
hcam formulas .  

The mo5t diflicult prob'cm has been the design of a door 
which must be able to withstand the required pressure in either 
direction. \\'e had a very good test of one submarine door in 
1939 when the Sqrrnlur sank. This door was exposed to a 
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HYDROGEN PEROXIDE 
for PROPULSIVE POWER 

Prodaction and Use by the Germans During World War II 
BY CAPT. LOGAN McKEE, U.S.N. 

HE use of hydrogen peroxide for propulsion purposes has 
been referred to from time to time in the public press. T Certain details of the applications have of necessity been 

restricted, and similar restrictions still apply to some phases of 
the subject. However, there are features of the use of this ma- 
terial for power production, particularly by the Germans during 
the last war for V-bombs and for propelling airplanes and sub- 
marines, which are not restricted, and which i t  is felt would be 
of engineering interest. 

CHEMISTRY INVOLVED 

The formula for hydrogen peroxide is H a 2 ,  and the material 
.;e will deal with is further defined by giving the per cent con- 
centration, i.e., i t  is normally manufactured a t  about 27 per 
cent concentration. If a higher concentration is required, i t  is 
distilled under low absolute pressure, starting a t  about 50 mm 
Hg and decreasing the pressure to about 30 mm as the concentra- 
tion is increased to 85 per cent. When used as a disinfectant 
the concentration is about 3 per cent, the remaining 97 per cent 
being water. 

The Germans used a concentration of 80 to 85 per cent for 26 
different war weapons and had i t  in an experimental stage for 
40-odd others. They gave i t  a cover name of "Ingolin." 
Professor Walter, who was the foremost proponent of its use 
in  Germany, named it after his eldest son, Ingol. It is also 
known there as "T-stoff." 

I t  was sometimes used as a monofuel or primary fuel, Le., 
using only the heat of dissociation of the HQ2 into HQ 
plus 0 2 .  The heat of dissociation for 80 per cent concentra- 
tion is roughly loo0 Btu pcr lb. The mixture, in that  case, 
would be 80 per cent HQ vapor (superheated steam) and 20 
per cent 02 by volume (63 per cent HQ and 37 per cent O2 by 
weight), and the mixture would be a t  500 C (932 F), assuming 
that the liquid was supplied a t  70 F. It  was, however, used 
more often as a secondary fuel, i x . ,  all or nearly all of the free 
oxygen was further burned with a fuel, such as decalene (which 
is similar to Diesel oil) or methyl alcohol. The reaction 
would, in some applications, take place all in one step by the 
use of a liquid catalyst and fuel combined. The Germans 
named theliquid catalyst and furl mixture they used "Helmann" 
after Walter's second son. Their mixture was hydrazine hy- 
drate and methyl alcohol. The rcasons for using the material 
as a secondary fuel is to ' take advantage of the larger heat re- 
lease per pound of mixture and also brcause the dollars and cents 
cost per Btu obtained from fuel is much less for that than from 
HPz.  

It will be noted from the foregoing that the heat of dis- 
sociation of HQ2 per pound is about 1/19 of that of the heat of 
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combustion of a pound of oil. The value of H a 2  is therefore 
its ability to furnish free 0 2  when and where you want i t .  I t  
has advantages over liquid or gaseous oxygen in tha t  i t  is 
more easily contained and it produces a lower flame tempera- 
ture. 

PRODUCTION OF H 9 2  IN  THE UNITED STATES 

Prior to and during this war, H202 io this country was not 
concentrated for commercial or military purposes a t  greater 
than 50 per cent, although some laboratory tests had taken i t  
higher. The reason i t  had not been taken to higher concen- 
trations is that, unless certain rules are known and carefully 
observed, i t  is violently unstable and, naturally, the  danger 
increases with the  concentratioh. I t  follows that  the Germans 
were far more advanced in the subject than any other country. 
We have been interested in it in this country for years, but did 
not reach the point of taking advantage of i ts  characteriktics 
in the higher concentrations. We now can and do  concentratc 
i t  commercially to a higher percentage than the  Germans ever 
did and to a greater degree of purity. For example, the Buffalo 
EIectro-Chemical Company will supply it a t  90 per cent con- 
centration with only 5 parts per million impurities. Du Pont 
can do  about the  same. The Germans usually had much 
greater amounts of impurities, some of them not very harmful. 

The foregoing will give an idea of the order of the concentra- 
tions used. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF HYDROGEN PEROXIDE 

In the concentration used by the  Germans, the specific 
gravity is 1.37 a t  32 F. It is colorless or slightly yellow and 
has a distinctive, but not unpleasant, odor. The 100 per cent 
concentration freezes a t  20 F, and boils a t  306 F a t  atmos- 
pheric pressure, and its specific gravity a t  32 F is 1.46 plus. A 
peculiar thing is that  80 per cent H202 freezes a t  11 F and, of 
course, 1 per cent a t  just under 32 F; 60 per cent solution freezes 
a t  -70 F. The boiling point a t  atmospheric pressure has to be 
obtained by extrapolation as the material detonates before 
reaching the boiling point. Concentration is determined 
usually by taking its specific gravity, although titration gives a 
more accurate check. Impurity in the  form of sulphuric acid 
throws off the determination of concentration by observations 
of the specific gravity and this gave the Germans so much 
trouble that  they learned t o  eliminate the H&04. 

After a stabilizer (or stabilizers) is added, (the Germans used 
oxyquinoline or phosphoric acid) i t  can be left in an open con- 
tainer without too rapid a loss in concentration. Concentra- 
tion drops off rapidly a t  first and becomes progressively slower 
as time goes on, provided no unusual conditions are encoun- 
tered, and provided further that the heat of decomposition is 
allowed to dissipate. The drop during the  first month in 
storage is about equal to the drop to be expected for the  re- 
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mainder of the year. It is roughly 11/2 per cent the first month 
and 3 per cent the first year and very little thereafter, but may 
he much less. 

Provided one’s hands are clean, they can be put into a high 
concentration of H202 without any immediate sensation ex- 
cept a slight prickling. In less than one hour, however, the 
hands will look as though whitewash had dried on them. 
\\’hen that coating wears off, the skin will be bleached white. 
All except a few materials act as catalysts for H O P ,  so if there 
is dirt under the fingernails or on the hands, a burn will result. 
The antidote is water, and the way i t  acts is to reduce the con- 
centration quickly. 

With regard to materials used for handling and storage, iron 
and copper must be carefully avoided as they are catalysts. 
Stainless steel, 99.6 per cent pure aluminum, glass, ceramics, 
and certain synthetics can be used; the most widely used syn- 
thetic in Germany being polyvinyl chloride, which looks like 
rubber in its usual form, although it is also available as a cloth. 
It is used as a packing material for valve stems and for gaskets 
but it has one serious deficiency in that i t  shrinks and hardens 
with age. It is therefore difficult to keep the systems tight 
wh;n using it. I t  is understood that du Pont has a much 
superior synthetic for the purpose. 

PRECAUTIONS I N  HANDLING HZ02 

When the Germans first started handling and storing con- 
centrated H2O2, they used many precautions which they later 
determined from experience to be unnecessary. The require- 
ments which are essential are carefully observed. They have 
no more fear of handling it than they have for handling gaso- 
line, for example. 

In storage the first indication of instability of H P 2  is a rise in 
temperature. If something isn’t done about i t ,  the  condi- 
tion becomes progressively worse, finally reaching the danger 
point when the temperature registers 140 F. At that time, the 
H?02 is dumped into water. In the early storages, there were 
cooling coils in the tanks and a sprinklng system above them, 
but experience showed that thcy were unnecessary. On not- 
ing a rise in temperature, more stabilizer is added. 

By far the most fundamental rule in handling concentrated 
H202 is to have fresh water instantly available for diluting any 
spilled H202. Almost without exception, when concentrated 
H ~ 0 2  is spilled, a fire starts. All that is needed to put i t  out is 
to reduce the concentration below 78 pcr cent, provided, of 
course, that no large amounts of combustihlcs arc in the area. 
The reason that the fire starts so rradily is that there arc usu- 
ally snme small amounts of combustibles present, such as 
grease, paint, wood, or cloth on which the H a ,  spills; the 
dirt on the combustible materials acts as a catalyst; heat of 
dissociation of the H20: raises the temperature of the combus- 
tibles to their ignition point, and the free 0 2  is available to 
maintain the combustion. A little dilution of the H20, keeps 
the heat of dissociation below the autoignition temperature 
of the combustibles. Thc Germans kept water in the bilges 
of the engine rooms of their HOTdrivcn submarines to  reduce 
the concentration of any spilled H202. 

The men who handle concentrated H202 wear SCrUpUlously 
clean polyvinyl-chloride coveralls (tvhich don’t look much 
different from any other kind of coveralls), boots and g l o ~ c s  of 
the same material, except that the latter are in the form of syn- 
thetic rubber. 

Laboratory demonstrations of the properties of conccn- 
crated H a 2  are quite impressive, two in particular. In the 
first, a clean piece of wood has one end submerged in an open 
container of H D z .  No reaction takes place when i t  is with- 
drawn. Another piece of similar wood is rolled on the floor 
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and then dipped in the HO2. It  catches fire upon being with- 
drawn, The dirt i t  picks up from the floor Contains materials 
which are catalytic. In the other demonstration, a small 
amount of liquid catalyst (hydrazine hydrate) is Put in a large 
flat pan. Then the chemist stands off as far as possible and 
throws about 2 02 of H Q 2  from a beaker into the pan. Only a 
small part of it actually gets in the pan, but d m  actually ar- 
rives reacts with a loud noise and eruption of sparks. In other 
words, the decomposition of Hzoe in the  presence of a catalyst 
is very violent. In fact, it is a more powerful explosive than 
TNT, if properly combined with catalyst and fuel; that  is, i t  
contains more releasable energy per pound. The material 
mixes in all proportions with alcohol and with glycerine. 
It is many times more dangerous to have around than dynamite 
or TNT, as it is much more unstable. 

HYDROGEN-PBROXIDE MANUFACTURE 

The usual method of manufacturing H a 2  is the hydrolysis 
of persulphuric acid, but i t  can be manufactured by any onc of 
several &mica] methods. Quite a lot of electrical power and 
expensive facilities are required for the hydrolysis method so 
the product is expensive. The cost will come down considera- 
bly but i t  will probably remain high as compared to  fucls or 
gaseous or liquid 02. Toward the end of the war, Germany 
had a capacity for manufacturing about 3000 tons a month 
which was not nearly the amount she wanted. I t  requircd thc 
services of about 3000 men to d o  the manufacturing. Thcir 
largest plant was well hidden in the Harz Mountains and was 
not located by our Intelligence until after the war. 

The utmost care is used in the manufacture and cleaning of 
storage tanks. They are gas-welded and great pains are taken 
to leave no possibility of H20e seeping into crevices or undcr 
the edges where plates are lapped. Welding rods are carefully 
selected in order to  obtain alloys free of copper, An oxidizing 
flux is used. After welding the interior of the tank is cleaned 
and polished, treated with 10 per cent nitric acid, washed, 
painted (or filled) with 20 per cent solution of caustic soda, 
washed, treated with 10 per cent nitric-acid solution, washed, 
then the inside coated with wax. 

The wax is composed of paraffin, beeswax, and a synrlictic 
prepared by I. G. Farben. The principal purpose of the \ \ a x  
is to fill any small holes or crevices which may esist. The 
outside of the tank is heated tomelt  the wax being applied tl) 
the inside. The reason for taking such precautions to fil l  crc- 
vices is that several explosions were attributed to H O ,  bc- 
coming trapped between plates wherc they overlappcd. 

The shape of the tank is influenced by trying to  get as sinall a 
surface - volume ratio as possible. After the tanks are ready, 
H?02 is put in and carefully watched for 2 Xveeks. If u d u c  dc- 
coinposition is noted, the tank is emptied and the inrcrior 
again trcared. About 10 per cent of the interior is lcfc cmpt! , 
as a gas Space. All piping and valves used for transfcrring 
H20, must he completely flushed with fresh \v;ltcr 3frc.r c:icil 
use. 

GERMAN USES FOR HYDROGEN PEROXIDE 

The Germans used H20? to launch V-1 bombs, to d r i ~ c  f u L l  
pumps in the V-2 bombs, t o  drive torpedoes, ME163 a i d  7-62 
airplanes, and submarines. 

For the V-1 and t’-Z bombs only the heat of dissociation 
was used. I t  was a rather expensive use of energy but \\ as so 
positive in action that its simplicity and reliability Fverc 11 orth 
the cost. 

The performance of the airplane was astounding. 
The thrust from the rocket enginc corresponded to that  of a 

Airplanes. 
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3700-h~ conventional-type engine, and it weighed about 250 
lb. I t  was not subject to  the explosion danger to nearly the ex- 
tent of the torpedo engine, although the same principle of 
HQ2 in combination with a catalyst and fuel was used. The 
working fluid was not put through a turbine in this case, how- 
cvcr, so power was obtained entirely by jet action. It could be 
cut on and off instantly. 

It was related to the author by a German that a woman made 
thc first test flight in the plane. The fuel supply lasted only 
a very fcw minutes but thrust was so great that the plane could 
not be flown in level flight, with the engine on ,  for more than a 
few seconds. I t  very quickly approached the speed of sound. 
It  could climb to 30,000 ft in 2 min, which made i t  extremely 
valuable as an intercepter plane. The first planes, the ones 
which saw war service, had only a main jet so the engine was 
cither full-out or dead. A later design incorporated a cruising 
jet, in addition to  the main, which increascd the time that the 

SUBMARINE PROPULSIVE POWER 

In 1943 the Germans realized that  our antisubmarine forces 
had won against the type 7C submarine which they had 
depended on up to tha t  time. The 7C was fundamentally 
much like the ones we used in characteristics, except tha t  i t  
was considerably smaller so its speed and endurance were 
less. I t  displaced about 700 tons on the surface, had a surface 
speed of 17 knots and a submerged speed of about 7.5 knots. 
The Germans were able to change their thinking radically 
in regard to submarines. They realized that, in order to cope 
with our antisubmarine forces, they would have to go to a 
true submarine, instead of a surface ship which could be sub- 
merged, and that, to make an attack and then escape, i t  would 
be necessary to have high underwater speed. Their first and 
most important development was the underwater breathing 
tube or "Schnorchel." They used this against us effectively. 

Drive Sha 

2 Jusea Wafer  L pump 
Coo/on f 

I IG.  1 D I A G R A M  OF COMPLETE-CYCLE E X G I N E  USING H Y D R O G E N  PEROXIDC 

cngine could be kept on about twentyfold. Its rate of climb 
and speed in level flight, under cruising jet conditions, were 
not much better than that of an orthodox gasoline-engined 
fighter plane, and its radius of action much less; but, until the 
fuel was exhausted, it had a tremendous reserve of power. 

The torpedo drive was somewhat similar to 
the submarine drive. In the former, a liquid catalyst and fuel 
combined (Helmann) were used. After 2 or 3 sec, decalene was 
admitted and the Helmann shut off. Decomposition of H202 
was then accomplished by heat. Temperature in the combus- 
tion chamber must remain above 1800 F. The catalyst chamber 
and combustion chamber were combined. That rcsulted in a 
rather dangerous situation, as the arrival of the three liquids 
had to be accurately co-ordinated. If any was off-time a 
serious explosion resulted, and our information indicates that 
about one out of each 100 torpedoes was wrecked tha t  way. 
Thc performance characteristics were much superior t o  those of 
any othcr torpedo and they werc cssentially wakelcss. 

Torpedo Drit'e. 

It permitted thcm to  make a war patrol without once coming to 
the surface. I t  was essentially a pipe, which extended 18 in. 
or so above the surface, through which they obtained s i r  for 
the Diesel engines and for vcntilation. 

Then, in the summer of 1943, thcy conscriptcd a group of 
eminent designers and technicians and assembled them in a 
little town in the Harz Mountains. They produced the much 
discussed type 21 boat. I t  was a completely different sub- 
marine. I t  would have been very effective against us had the 
Germans not made one fatal error in their design, as they have 
done so often. Their hydraulic system was so complicated 
that  they couldn't get i t  to work before the war ended, although 
they had built about 120 of these boats by that time. Type 21 
had a surface displacerncnt of 1600 tons, a surface speed of 15.5 
knots and a submerged s p e d  of 16.5 knots for one hour. I t  ob- 
tained its high underwater speed by the use of large battery 
power and a battery with very thin grids, 0.160 in. thick. 

At this time Walter, a t  K i d ,  was ablc to speed up thc ac- 
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ceptance of his hydrogen-peroxide submarine. He had ex- 
perimented on the use of hydrogen peroxide since 1935 and had 
built and operated an  80-ton experimental H 2 0 2  submarine be- 
fore the war. I t  performed in accordance with his design and 
realized some 25 to 26 knots submerged speed. During the 
war, he supervised the design of four school boats, the first of 
which wcnt into operation in the fa11 of 1943. They were 

overboard by the turbine back pressure but in the engine fa 
the type 26 boat, they were pumped overboard by a Lysholm 
type positive-displacement rotary compressor. The spra 
water for the contact condenser is cooled by circulation throug] 
a surface-type heat-transfer unit located outslde the pressur 
hull; sea water is forced through the heat-transfer unit b: 

linotvn as  type 17 and performed in accordance with expecta- 
tlons. They \ v u e  follo\vcd by five operational boats, type 
17B. These \vcre 380-ton-surf;icc-displaccmcnt vessels, sur- 
face spccd 8.5 knots, submerged spccd 25 knots, and had two 
ban. torpedo tuhcs and c\vo spare torpedoes. They never had a 
\var patrol because tlicrc \vas never rnough hydrogen peroxide 
to  pcrmit them to so operate. 

The last Lvord in submarine design \vas to h a r e  been the type 
26 \Valtcr boat. I t  was under construction whcn the war 
ended. I t  was to have been of 900 tons surface displacement, 
11 knots surface speed, and 24 knots submerged speed. I t  had 10 
torpedo tubes but no spare torpedoes. The hydrogen-peroxide 
engine (it had only one shaft) was rated a t  7500 lip. Our 
bombing forcc never permitted the Germans to get the engine 
assembled. 

However, the author collectcd together all the parts for one  
,.lgine in tlie summer of 19-15 and shippcd them to  England, 
wher: ilic engine now is. A schematic diagram of this cnginc 
in shoivn in Fig. 1. 

DETAILS OF S U D M A R I X E  1120: PO\VI'ER PLAHT 

There is a so-called triple-feed pump which pumps H?02,  
Diesel oil, and rvater. The Ingolin pump parts, piping, and 
catalyst chamber are stainlcss steel. The first position on thc 
startins wheel allows only Ingolin to be pumped. Ingolin 
reaches tlie catalyst chambcr where ir sprays on porous por- 
celain stones on  \vliich are fixed calcium, potassium, or sodium 
permanganate. A s  mentioned before, tlie Ingolin breaks up 
into stcam and 0:; SO pcr cent steam by volume, at a tempcra- 
ture of about 930 F. From thac point on, materials are simple 
alloy steels. The stcam and 0 2  misture go to the combustion 
chamber. Soon after i t  reaches that point, the cooling \vatcr 
is allowcd to  circulate. The water makes two passes through 
the combustion-chambcr water jxckct and then sprays into the 
turbine working fluid. Soon nftcr the cooling water is ad- 
mitted, dccalcnc is allorvcd to  spray inro che combustion chnm- 
ber. 

The tempcraturc in the combustion chamber is above the 
autoignition point, but an automobile spark plug in the co11i- 
bustion chamber is energized to assure ignition. Danger of 
explosion csists in the event ignition fails. A proportionilip 
device admits watcr, Ingolin, and decalcnc in ;L ratio of ap- 
proximately 12 to  9 to 1. The proportioning device gave 
more trouble than any other item in the machincry plant. 
The earlier ones were installed on the triple-fccd-pump suctions 
and the later ones on the discharges. Thcrc is more I~azard 
connected with those on the discharge side because whcn t h e  
flow of Ingolin is restrained a p r c s u r c  is imposed upon I t  and 
i t  is churned in the Ingolin pump. 

I'lanic temperature in thc comhustion chambcr is about 
-1000 E.'. The water is sprayed into t h e  combustion chamber i n  
an amount to reduce the tcmpcraturc to  the desired degree 
The Germans used approximately 1020 F for their turbine \vork- 
ing fluid. Working fluid is now about 94 per cent steam by 
volume and 85 per cent by w i g h t .  I t  goes through what 
amounts to a conventional stcam turbinc, operating a t  14,000 
rpm, and into a contact-type condenser whcrc the steam is 
condenscd. 

In the earlier engines, the noncondensing gases tverc forced 

scoop action. 
The machinery installation is not quite as simple as th,  

sketch indicates. The turbine has the same problem of shaft 
gland sealing as any other steam turbine. It is water-scale( 
wTith a gland leak-off and leak-off condenser. There are thrc, 
auxiliary lubricating-oil pumps which are used for starting only 
\%'hen running, lubrication is accomplished by pumps driver 
from the gears. There is a Diesel engine for surface and schnor 
chel operation; a main motor and a creeping motor for sub 
merged battery drive. The main motor also serves as a genera 
ta r  while the boat is being driven by Diesel engine or \\'altci 
engine. I t  furnishes power for auxiliaries and for chargin{ 
batteries. The creeping motor is a high-speed low-poncr af. 
fair which drives the main shaft through multiple \--belts 
The main turbine drives through a conventional singlc-reduc- 
tion double-helical gear and then through a planetary gear 
The Diesel and main motor are on the same shaft and drivc 
only through the planetary gear. The single-reduction gcar 
and turbine can be disconnxted by a clutch. The main motor 
and Diesel o r  just the Diesel arc connected or disconnected b y  
clutches. The main motor, however, always operates, either 
as a motor or a generator, except when the creeping motor 
is in use. A11 gears are disconnected whcn using the crccping 
motor 

GERMANS COMPLICATED kI?O? MACHINERY UNNECESSARILY 

The machinery was subject to many breakdowns, the p i n -  
cipal reason being that in Germany a design error, or wh.tt 
might be interpreted by the courts as a design error, \vas a ci\ i i  
offense. That caused tlic designers to p a r d  against all dama,q- 
ing casualties to machincry, instead of accepting some hnzarils 
for the sake of simplicity. For example, chcre were five shut- 
down devices installed t o  guard the turbine. That  resultcd in  
complications \ ~ h i c h  led to frequent malfunctioning of siifcty 
devices. The machinery compartment \vas senled ofT \vIii.ii 

machincry was running h u t  the crew \vould go in with littl: 
hesitation whcn casualties occurred. 

Submarine propulsion was the ideal application for H20.., 
its value resulting from the fact that using H?O, is a good w a v  
to obtain 0: for combustion w h e n  operating submerged. By ",I 

good way" is meant that  it had many xlvantagcs.  I t  w.t\ 
carried in collapsihlc p ~ ~ l y v i n ~ l - c l i l o r i d ~  hags outside r h c  prc\- 
sure h u l l .  The hydrostatic pressure outside kept a p s i t i \  ji 
pressure on the Ingolin pump. Ingolin used from inside thc 
bags was displaced hy sca \va tu  outsidc tlic bags, which coni-  
pcnsatcd for about "4 of  the n.cight o f  Ingolin t m d ,  the iiitfcr- 
cncc being the diffcrcncc in the specific gravity of tIic t\v{) 
liquids. Fresh water obtained hy condensing the HLO I:] t h c  
turbine working fluid could compensate for the d i f ~ r ~ ~ ~ ~ c ,  iri 

order to maintain neutral buoyancy. Actually i t  WIS not h x  
that  way but was accomplishcd by admitting sea \vxter into . t  

compensating tank. Exccss frcsh Ivatcr was forced ovcr1~o;irJ 
with the CO, and other noncondcnsing gases. 

The one big disadvantagc to the usc of Ingolin is its cos t .  
As indicated before, about 9 times more of i t  is used than 1)icsi.l 
fuel, and i t  costs 60 or 80 t i m a  as much per pound. ,2itlltipl!. 
60 or 80 by 9 and the  result is high. A s 3  matter o f  fact, it,  
cost is near enough to a thousand times greater than fucl o11 to 
use tha t  figure as a rough comparison of costs when l ls ins  

HKhand oil for producin,g power. 


